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Abstract
Prior work has shown that many individuals are concerned
about their privacy but feel resigned with respect to their
abilities to manage or protect their privacy. At the same
time, individuals may not be aware of privacy choices that
are available to them. For instance, many privacy policies
contain links that allow users to opt out of certain data use
practices, such as the use or sharing of contact information for marketing purposes. We propose a method to make
such privacy choices more salient to Internet users. Based
on an approach to automatically identify and classify optout choices in privacy policies, we designed a browser extension that notifies users about available opt-out choices
on the websites they visit. The goal of our work is to not
only make users aware of available choices but also make it
easier for them to utilize those choices.
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Motivation
Surveys and experiments frequently show that many individuals are concerned about their privacy, but feel helpless
and resigned with respect to how they could better protect
and manage their privacy online [10, 1]. Most websites,
apps and services have privacy policies that inform users
about an entity’s data collection, use and sharing practices,
as well as certain privacy choices, for example the ability
to opt-out of the use of contact information for marketing
purposes or targeted advertising. However, website privacy
policies are long, verbose documents that are often difficult
to understand [3, 2, 8]. They are frequently not written for
users but rather serve to demonstrate compliance with legal
or regulatory notice requirements [8]. Furthermore, reading all privacy policies of websites, app and services one
encounters is impractical [5]. As a result, individuals are
typically not aware of the privacy choices they could take
with respect to a given service and generally struggle to
opt-out [4].
As part of the Usable Privacy Policy Project [6],1 our research focuses on automatically analyzing privacy policies
at scale in order to facilitate the provisioning of user-friendly
privacy notices and controls [9]. We developed a browser
extension that makes opt-out choices described in privacy
policies salient for users by leveraging an approach for automatically identifying and extracting privacy choices from
privacy policies [7]. Subsequently, we provide an overview
of the opt-out choice extraction approach and the browser
extension’s user experience design. We also discuss further directions for future research.

Opt-out Choice Extraction from Privacy Policies
We treated the problem of extracting choice instances as a
binary classification problem where we labeled sentences
1
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from a privacy policy as containing a choice instance (positive) or not (negative) based on the OPP-115 corpus of
annotated privacy policies [11]. We focus on extracting optout choices with hyperlinks from privacy policies, because
users can directly act on those choices.
Leveraging multiple features, such as stemmed unigrams
and bigrams, relative location in document, and opt-out specific phrases, we used logistic regression classification to
identify opt-out choice instances [7]. In a second classification step, we used additional features, such as hyperlink
composition, anchor text and similarity between privacy
policy and opt-out URL, to develop more fine-grained classifiers that distinguish between different types of opt-outs. For
training, we annotated a set of 125 positive instances to assign two additional labels to each of them; these were Party
Offering Choice (i.e., first party or third party) and Purpose
(e.g., advertisement, data sharing, communications, analytics or cookies).
Evaluation of our classifiers indicates high accuracy and
robustness for opt-out hyperlink identification and classification, with F-1 scores of 0.947 and 0.940 for the two most
frequent opt-out link types (opt-outs for first party communication and third party advertising, respectively).

Browser Extension UX Design
We designed a browser extension to present opt-out choices
extracted from a website’s privacy policy in user-friendly
manner that helps individuals understand and act on available opt-out choices. The challenges were to keep the user
engaged with the plugin and use simple language that each
user would understand, while also reducing the risk of habituation to the browser extension.
Figure 1 shows the browser extension’s main panel opened
on a newly loaded website. The main panel is displayed

Figure 1: Browser extension showing two available opt-out
choices extracted from the website’s privacy policy.

Figure 3: The user has interacted with both opt-outs already. The
extension also displays an overview of websites for which the user
has interacted with opt-out choices.

Figure 2: Initial view of the browser extension. Newly extracted
opt-out choices are shown in orange.

when the user clicks on the extension’s icon in the browser.
The browser extension lists the opt-out choices for the current website as extracted from the website’s privacy policy.
All newly extracted choices are shown in orange (see Figure 2). The browser extension uses favicons and text to
indicate whether a certain opt-out pertains to the first party,
i.e., the website, or a third party, such as a targeted advertising opt-out offered by the advertisement industry. Note,
however, that both opt-outs were extracted from the firstparty website’s privacy policy. Clicking on a choice option
takes the user directly to the respective opt-out page, which
opens in a new tab.

ing user engagement, for instance by gamifying the opt-out
experience. Ultimately, we plan to extend this approach into
a solution that helps users keep track of and manage their
privacy choices online.
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